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Abstract
According to BNP2TKI, Malaysia is the most popular destination country for Indonesian Women Migrant Workers (IWMW), as well as at the top list of IWMW complaints. One of those complaints is regarding the social protection issue. The provision of social protection for IWMW is still limited while it is part of migrant’s rights. The Malaysian government has put some regulations that command its institutions to provide the protections both to its citizens and non-citizens. This study found three big constraints of procuring social protection to IWMW in Malaysia; they were legal barriers, problems in the regulation of Indonesia, and Malaysia immigration policy. In this article, the author analyzed those constraints using feminist theory. This article found that social protection in Malaysia has not fully considered women’s perspectives and experiences while being critical. Furthermore, migration arrangements, both in Indonesia and Malaysia, are also problematic. Those three factors will be discussed in detail using a feminist perspective in looking at the whole problem and the relationship between the patriarchal system and the economy that suppress women.
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INTRODUCTION
For the past two decades, migrant workers have been one of the main contributors to economic growth in Southeast Asia. Two factors drive the migration phenomenon; they are gaps in the economics and social conditions and demographic differences in Southeast Asian. Among other countries in the region, Indonesia ranked as the second-largest migrant worker country in Southeast Asia. Indonesian migrant workers usually work with low skill levels and generally are women (Raharto & Noveria, 2012).
Malaysia is the main destination country for Indonesian migrant workers in 2016-2018 (BNP2TKI, 2018). In 2017, the Malaysian government also announced that most foreign workers in Malaysia were Indonesian. Indonesian migrant workers, especially women, occupy mostly in Foreign Domestic Worker (FDM) sector (Jabatan Imigresen Malaysia). This FDM was 92,142 of the total 262,627 IWMW (Data Terbuka Malaysia, 2017). Indonesian Migrant workers become the main suppliers of human resources for the needs of economic development and industrialization in Malaysia, working in manufacturing sectors, service sectors, and domestic servants. Problems concerning on IWMW come mostly from domestic workers that generally experience discrimination at work and experience psychological violation, as well as become victims of economic and sexual exploitation (Ramdhany, 2016).

Social protection is not a new issue both for Indonesia and Malaysia. Indonesia has a regulation on social protection for migrant workers, as written in Law Constitution No. 18 of 2017 concerning the Protection of Migrant Workers (IOM, 2010). The law produces a derivative regulation, namely the Republic of Indonesia's Minister of Manpower Regulation No. 7 of 2017 concerning the Indonesian Workers' Social Security Program, which includes the integration of migrant workers' social protection into the Managing Social Security Board of Employment, or called BPJS (Kementerian Ketenagakerjaan RI, 2017).

Malaysia also has several legal frameworks to regulate the provision of social protection for migrant workers. There are Federal Constitution of Malaysia, Employment Act, Workmen Compensation Act, Employees Provident Fund Act, Industrial Relations Act. However, in practice, these legal frameworks are not effectively implemented (Harkins, 2016). The ineffectiveness derives from the fact that some types of migrant workers do not belong within the legal framework.

Some problems in fulfilling social protection for IWMW also exist through the National Agency for Placement and Protection of Indonesian Workers (NAPPIW) data. The NAPPIW report shows that most complaints from Indonesian workers from 2016 to 2018 are coming from Malaysia. In 2016 there are 1,535 complaints. In 2017, there were 1,625 complaints, and in 2018, there were 2,877 complaints. The increase in the number of complaints from 2016 to 2018, especially during the placement period was significant according to the data collected after the revocation of the moratorium issued by the Government of Indonesia in 2011 against Malaysia (BNP2TKI, 2016). Therefore, the purpose of this article is to analyze the obstacles faced by Malaysia in the fulfillment of IWMW in social protection rights from 2016 to 2018.

**THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK**

This article used a feminist theoretical framework in looking at how the issue of social protection is important and why it is still difficult to provide for Indonesian women migrant workers in Malaysia. Furthermore, this article also discusses feminist security studies to help to observe the contested definition of security and how it relates to social protection for IWMW. Feminists' perspective will clearly describe the pressure toward women, which is caused by patriarchal systems.

**FEMINISM IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

Feminism argues that women have the same rights as men in the political, social, economic, and intellectual fields. Feminists pay attention to gender differences that show inequality for the interests and rights of women (Lerner, 1993). Feminist theory in International Relations (IR) seeks to raise a marginalized issue (gender) ignored in the study of IR. The portrayal of IR as a high politics implicitly makes gender undermined, and consequently, power exists without considering the role of women. IR, which was previously dominated by power and conflict had experienced a shift when scientists who were influenced by the ideas of Marxism entered and presented a new problem, namely equality, and justice, which had been a marginal domain (Narain, 2014).

National security and national interests of a state are still very exclusive as the realm of men or what J. Ann Tickner calls as "hegemonic masculinity". This hegemony of masculinity is something difficult for women to reach. As a result, women only live in the domestic sphere, have secondary roles and professions in the social sphere. The gender bias that exists in the definition of security so far is
trying to be redefined by feminist thinkers. Tickner defines security must pay attention that the existing gender hierarchy is the source of dominance and therefore becomes an obstacle in defining what security means. The definition is related to ideas about justice and emancipation as opposed to the existing order (Narain, 2014). Tickner emphasized that the understanding of IR, which claimed as neutral and objective, has made the hidden gender analysis. Feminists see the need for a dialectical process interpreted to listen and understand women's life experiences that are different from the meanings that have existed in the wider community. By looking at women's experiences, feminists try to see the gender hierarchy and aim to change that (Narain, 2014).

Feminists work using the ontology of social relations, and wherein there are social construction and analysis of variables. All of these things can be through a history of inequality in politics, economics, and social structure (Narain, 2014). Feminists pay more attention to the vulnerability of women in the country as an inseparable part of the relationship of gender hierarchies in international politics. For example, domestic violence is not a state concern, and most of these actions have no legal sanctions (Narain, 2014).

Feminist Security Studies (FSS) by Laura Sjoberg tries to challenge the assumption that so far, security and gender issues are not relevant to each other. Feminist thinkers agree that gender is conceptually, empirically, and normatively appropriate for the study of international security. The definition of security so far refers to the level of resistance or protection from danger. Correspondingly, the feminism movement of the 19th and early 20th century exists because it wants to change the legal inequality against women, specifically their ability to choose and access to certain property, education, and work rights. It opposes the rejection of the distribution of damage by sex (Sjoberg, 2016).

The gender role that has been brought by thinkers in the concept of security in IR focuses on the security that the state "gives" to its citizens. FSS sees how state security depends on women as a biological and cultural reproduction of state identity. This statement develops in discussions about productive and reproductive work. In FSS, the relationship between personal and political is also the attention, seen from the relationship between the center of global politics and the marginalized, the relationship between economic politics, individual security and international security, and the relationship between gender, race, and class in security (Sjoberg, 2016).

**RESEARCH METHOD**

This study used a qualitative research method, included various approaches that did not depend on numerical measurements. The qualitative research tends to focus on one or several cases, conduct intensive interviews, or conduct an in-depth analysis of the history of a problem, become more attentive to the importance of an issue, and can conclude logically (King et al., 1994). In collecting data, this research obtained primary data through interviews and secondary data through a literature study. In-depth interviews had several parties related to this research, such as UN Women Indonesia, ILO Indonesia, Serikat Buruh Migran Indonesia (SBMI), North-South Initiatives Malaysia, and two Indonesian women migrant workers who worked in the period 2016-2018.

This secondary data were from various research in the field. Some of them were Dr. Wouter van Ginneken's work entitled Social Protection for Migrant Workers: National and International Policy Challenges (Ginneken, 2013), thesis entitled Negara dan Buruh Migran Perempuan: Kebijakan Perlindungan Buruh Migran Perempuan Indonesia Masa Pemerintahan Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono 2004-2010 (Azmy, 2012) and research works by Amorisa Wiratri Is Working an Empowerment Tool for Women? Case Study Indonesian Migrant Workers in Malaysia? (Wiratri, 2016). This article also collected some information from reports, such as ILO Social Protection for Migrant Workers in ASEAN: Development, Challenges, and Prospects (Oliver, 2018), Labour Migration from Indonesia: An Overview of Indonesian Migration to Selected Destinations in Asia and the Middle East (IOM, 2010), and Women Migrant Workers in the ASEAN Economic Community (UNWomen, 2017).
LITERATURE REVIEW

Many articles have discussed the migrant workers’ issues. This article will mention some of them. The first literature is a Journal article entitled Social Protection for Migrant Workers: National and International Policy Challenges by Wouter van Ginneken (Ginneken, 2013). Ginneken explained the social security standards for migrant workers abandoned families. In his journal, he explained how the state at any economic level plays a role in providing social security for workers, provides an assessment of state policies in fulfilling social security for its people that have an impact on regional and international migration, and explains how the effects of the ratification of the International Labor Organization (ILO) and United Nations (UN) Conventions on Migrant Workers. According to Ginneken, high-income countries tend to be more open to employing temporary migrant workers than permanent workers because they do not require much attention from the government of the recipient country of foreign workers. The difference between this research and the article of Ginneken is that IRs research focuses on fulfilling social security for Indonesian female migrant workers regardless of whether they are regular or irregular workers. This study also explains how Indonesia’s efforts in meeting social security for workers to reduce the impact of the problems of Indonesian migrant workers in the destination country.

The second literature is a thesis entitled Negara dan Buruh Migran Perempuan: Kebijakan Perlindungan Buruh Migran Perempuan Indonesia Masa Pemerintahan Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono 2004-2010 (Azmy, 2012). In this study, the author discussed the quality of protection policies for Indonesian migrant workers, especially women, during Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono’s administration in 2004-2010. This research used a theory of representation and women’s political participation by Joni Lovenduski and the theory of socialist feminism from Iris Young. TIRs research explains that the SBY government less noticed the participation of women migrant workers movement, and groups of migrant workers such as NGOs, Trade Unions, and Workers’ Associations. To some extent, this research provides important information since it also discusses the policy of protection of Indonesian women migrant workers in Malaysia.

There are three differences between this article and the thesis. First, the thesis only explains the protection policy and not the social security aspects. Second, the period differences in the study. Ana’s research specifically explains the SBY administration period 2004-2010, while the research was in the 2016-2018 period. Finally, the use of theory, although both used socialist feminist theory, Ana also added another theoretical perspective, namely Political Theory of Public Policy. Thus, the research results did not slightly describe the role of a community or government agency that influenced the process of public policymaking.

The last literature is an article entitled Is Working an Empowerment Tool for Women? Case Study Indonesian Migrant Workers in Malaysia? (Wiratri, 2016). This article explains the extent to which working as a domestic worker could empower Indonesian women through a feminist perspective.

Furthermore, this study found that working as a domestic worker did not fully lead to empowerment but also did not fully lead to exploitation. His study focused on the achievements obtained by women working abroad, not just accompanied by changes in cultural norms, especially concerning gender. This research uses a dialectical process method by listening to the experiences of women workers in Malaysia.

The article explained how feminism became a basic concept in explaining why women essentially do domestic work. In line with the points raised by feminism, this article explains whether work can empower women by looking at the experience of Indonesian domestic workers in Malaysia. Besides, this article also discusses the conditions of domestic workers ranging from the recruitment process to returning to Indonesia. There is a similarity in this article, which is both looking at the working conditions of Indonesian female domestic workers such as domestic workers, freedom for workers, working hours, and where
they work. Moreover, this article analyzes the problem through the perspective of feminism.

The gap in this article and the author’s article is in perspective. The article focuses on working as a tool to empower women, while this paper will look at fulfilling the aspects of social security for Indonesian Indonesian Migrant Workers. In this article, it is also sufficient to explain the process of women workers working from the recruitment process until they return to Indonesia, while this paper only looks at the process of IRs working in the destination country.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS
SOCIAL PROTECTION FOR INDONESIAN WOMEN MIGRANT WORKERS IN MALAYSIA

The United Nations states that everyone has the right to protection if he/she reaches old age, suffers from an illness, is unemployed, has a disability, and dies. The state must provide and implement social protection to its citizens. Thus the government is responsible for ensuring the implementation and participating in funding (Hutagalung & Indrio, 2018). Malaysia already has several social protection schemes in the form of insurance for migrant workers. TIRs scheme, among others, regulates the social security provided for migrant workers, including Indonesian women migrant workers. Insurance for Indonesian women migrant workers in Malaysia are Foreign Workers Insurance Guarantee (FWIG), Foreign Workers Hospitalization & Surgical Scheme (SPIKPA/ FWHS/ SKHPPA), Foreign Workers Compensation Scheme (FWCS), and Maid Insurance/Domestic Workers Insurance (Sarah, 2016).

Foreign Workers Insurance Guarantee (FWIG) is insurance required by the Immigration Department under Immigration Regulation No. 21 for foreign workers in various sectors, except domestic workers. This insurance is needed as a guarantee for foreign workers when they return to their home country. The period and premium for foreign workers to take part in this insurance depends on the country of origin of the foreign worker (Asia Pacific Migration Networks, 2012). Foreign Workers Hospitalization & Surgical Scheme (SPIKPA/ FWHS/ SKHPPA). The Malaysian government, through this insurance, decide that every employer is obliged to provide health insurance for their foreign workers both for the agriculture sector and home workers. Foreign workers covered by this insurance can claim their insurance at a national hospital, and if the medical costs are more than RM 10,000, foreign workers must pay the rest by themselves (Kementerian Kesihatan Malaysia, 2011).

Foreign Workers Compensation Scheme (FWCS) is insurance that protects foreign workers from workplace accidents and repatriation costs from work during and outside of work time. This insurance is a form of implementing the Workmen’s Compensation Act 1952 part 26 (2). All insurance costs will be borne by the employer, which includes risks of death, permanent disability, loss of salary due to temporary disability, medical care costs, and the return of foreign workers to the country of origin caused by death and permanent disability (Sarah, 2016). Domestic Workers Insurance is a social protection for domestic workers in Malaysia. This social insurance is available for domestic workers who experience accidental work accidents, work accidents that cause disability and medical care due to work accidents. Besides, this insurance scheme also provides costs for the repatriation of workers to countries of origin that are not covered by FWIG (Product Disclosure Sheet-Domestic Help Insurance).

Some basic principles are needed to fulfill social security. These principles include equality of treatment. There is no discrimination between social security intended for local workers and foreign workers (Silva, 2002). Second, portability access to social security, the benefits will be paid even if the worker is in the country of origin or the country of employment – finally, the ease of administration. TIRs principle only happens if the two countries have mutual administrative assistance in filing, legal matters, and payment of benefits (Rivera, 1992).

The implementation of the provision of the four social security above with the existing social security principles follows these principles. First is health insurance; both citizens and non-citizens receive the benefits. However, the conditions for granting benefits are different for non-citizens. For this matter, non-citizens have different insurance schemes, namely SPIKPA or SKHPPA (Oliver, 2018). Next is the work accident benefit where Malaysia
provides this benefit to citizens and non-citizens, but with a different scheme. TIRs difference is in the FWCS, which is given only to foreign workers, while SOCSO protects the local workers (Hamidi, 2016). Also, for domestic workers, since excluded from the Malaysian Workers Compensation Act, there are different schemes for domestic migrant workers, namely Domestic Workers Insurance (Product Disclosure Sheet-Domestic Help Insurance).

Regarding the maternity benefits contained in the Employment Act 1955, it is the benefits of maternity leave (ASEAN, 2015). In practice, the provision of maternity benefits is not in line with the Employment Act 1955. TIRs are because before working in Malaysia, and foreign workers must carry out medical tests to prove that they are free from pregnancy, IRV, and tuberculosis. Furthermore, the regulation also excludes domestic migrant workers. Therefore, if IWMW is pregnant, they are not permitted to work in Malaysia (Hamidi, 2016). The next principle is the portability of social security. Malaysia belongs to the exportability regime, where local workers get some guarantees that migrant workers do not get. TIRs are because migrant workers have access to medical care and work accidents, but family and pregnancy benefits that apply to local female workers are not available for migrants (UNWomen, 2017).

The final principle is the ease of administrative processes. The TIRs principle is in the form of reciprocal assistance in achieving, adjudication, and payment of benefits (Rivera, 1992). In seeing the fulfillment of this principle, it can refer to the existing insurance scheme. For IWMW in Malaysia, both Indonesia and Malaysia already have an insurance scheme but have not been fully implemented properly. There are 300 cases regarding insurance claims, 240 cases are termination of unilateral employment, 10 cases of death, 1 case of legal aid insurance claims, 33 sick insurance claims, and 9 insurance claims of termination of employment or unpaid salary for migrant domestic workers (DPN SBMI, 2018). In Malaysia, administrative-related problems arise because the majority of Indonesian workers are illegal or undocumented (Pereira, 2019).

The last problem faced by IWMW is when they want to obtain social security. IWMW tends to ignore their rights, employment contracts, issues related to documents, and conditions of work (Nurjanah, 2019). The first problem begins with knowledge or awareness of their rights. In the graph below, the percentage of IWMW knowledge of their rights in Johor Bahru, Malaysia. As many as 28.8% did not know their rights. Providing information about their rights has been done in the provisioning of work before departure. However, this process was not utilized seriously by the IWMW (Arisman & Jaya, 2018).

![Figure 1. Knowledge of Rights (Arisman & Jaya, 2018, p.77).](image_url)
unfortunate because it makes them uninformed about the employment contract (Harkrisnowo, 2019).

Another problem is the document. According to the Indonesian and Malaysian MoU in 2011 article 6, employers of Indonesian domestic workers in Malaysia can keep their passports for security reasons (Protokol Perubahan terhadap Nota Kesepahaman antara Pemerintah Republik Indonesia dan Pemerintah Malaysia mengenai Perekrutan dan Penempatan Pekerja Domestik Indonesia tahun 2011). By giving authority to the employer to keep IWMW's document, this places IWMW in a vulnerable position because they can lose their legal status if they run away from employers who commit acts of violence (IOM, 2010).

The last problem is the working conditions. They include working hours, workload, and holiday (Arisman & Jaya, 2018). The standard working hours in Malaysia are 8 hours per day for all workers (Employment Act 1955, 2006), except for a housemaid. Domestic helpers in Malaysia work more than the stipulated time, while the average IWMW in Malaysia works for 14.82 hours per day. The working hour conditions create vulnerability for IWMW because they work inside the house, closed to the public, which sometimes invisible to their working conditions (Harkrisnowo, 2019). Apart from the domestic sector, problems regarding working hours and workload also come from the manufacturing sector. IWMW, who works in the manufacturing sector, often works more than 48 hours/week. Besides, manufacturing companies sometimes allow IWMW to work overtime and at night (night shift). This condition is a concern because no one can guarantee their safety. There is no supervision for them when they get home from work (Hamidi, 2016).

Legal Framework
Problem-related to legal issues are the exclusion of several categories of migrant workers from the Law on social security in Malaysia, the issue of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) of Indonesia and Malaysia regarding Recruitment and Placement of Domestic Workers in Indonesia, and the lack of law enforcement related to social security for IWMW in Malaysia.

The first obstacle comes from the exclusion of several categories of workers. The excluded categories include domestic workers, workers in the informal sector, and illegal or undocumented workers (Oliver, 2018). The excluded works are in the Employment Act, Workmen Compensation Act, Employees Provident Fund Act, and Trade Union Act (Oliver, 2018). The domestic helper does not belong to some parts of the Employment Act, such as minimum salary and working hours (Pereira, 2019).

The exclusion of domestic workers from several labor laws in Malaysia brings with it the problem that social security does not protect them, and there is no oversight at their place of work (Nurjanah, 2019). According to ILO Indonesia, the exclusion of the domestic sector from some social security law products is because there is no recognition as an employee in the informal sector.

Furthermore, ILO Indonesia also adds that domestic workers are helpers so that they do not include legal products related to social security. In fulfilling social security, IWMW Indonesia works a lot in the household sector, which is an informal job. It must be the focus because of their vulnerable working conditions and no legal products or mechanisms for them in Malaysia (Harkrisnowo, 2019).

Lastly is the status of undocumented workers. These workers are generally not registered for social security. However, they also cannot be avoided by work accidents or illness (Oliver, 2018). In line with this problem, Indonesia and Malaysia provide social security with conditions under which they must be legal workers.

“Most of the IWMW cases so far have been domestic workers who work illegally. About the number of undocumented IWMW cases, UN Women considers it important to think about the provision of social security for those without documents.” (Nurjanah, 2019).

The next legal issue is a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Indonesia and Malaysia. The first problem is minimal protection. For example, in holding documents, minimum wages, and weekly rest (Protokol Perubahan terhadap Nota Kesepahaman antara Pemerintah Republik Indonesia dan Pemerintah Malaysia mengenai Perekrutan dan Penempatan Pekerja Domestik Indonesia tahun 2011). The other problems related to the MoU is not binding on the two countries, because the
MoU does not have enforcement and supervision mechanisms. Finally, this MoU has not been renewed by Indonesia and Malaysia since it expired in 2016. This has resulted in the absence of bilateral agreements between the two countries, especially this MoU, specifically for domestic workers, excluded from several laws in Malaysia. Other potential problems can arise if there are agency or recruitment agency agreements that make it difficult because there are no standards for regulating work agreements (Anwar, 2019).

The last legal problem is law enforcement (Pereira, 2019). It is important when there are employers and recruitment agents who do not provide social security to workers. With the existence of law enforcement, recruitment agents and employers can be sanctioned or punished (Nurjanah, 2019). This problem experienced by Castirah, who has obstacles to accessing social security from recruitment agencies and employers.

"I get health insurance only. Even then, only the photocopy of the card was given. My health insurance card is somewhere in the agent or at PT. At that time, I had a leg pain until it was swollen; I needed treatment. I asked the employer for money to be deducted from my salary for treatment, he said, he couldn't because my salary had been paid to the agent. When I asked the agent, they said tomorrow, but my insurance card was not given at all." (Castirah, 2019).

The obstacles in the law that IWMW faces, such as the exclusion of several categories in laws related to social security, problems in the MoU, and minimal law enforcement, can be analyzed by including some understanding of feminist theory in international relations. Feminist contributions underline the importance of women's experience. Women's experience is less accommodated in some legal regulations for IWMW. Barriers in law experienced by IWMW in Malaysia are also no exception due to the existence of a gender hierarchy in Malaysia. This gender hierarchy is visible from the understanding that female migrant workers imported from countries with lower economic levels belong in the category of domestic workers (Kaur, 2013).

Besides, in the case of sexual reproduction needs for IWMW in Malaysia, there is no provision of social security instruments in the form of maternity benefits. In Malaysia, female migrant workers are not protected by the benefits of pregnancy because they have to undergo a medical check-up before working in Malaysia. If they are positive pregnant or have tuberculosis and IRV, they must go home (Hamidi, 2016). Although there is an insurance scheme in the form of Domestic Workers Insurance, however, this insurance does not accommodate the benefits of pregnancy for female domestic workers (Product Disclosure Sheet-Domestic Help Insurance).

**Regulation of Indonesia’s Migration**

The issue of social security is closely related to migration governance (Nurjanah, 2019). Migration governance must encourage and urge the government to implement safe migration governance for Indonesian migrant workers (Migrant Care, 2018). Related to migration management, the government has a role in accompanying migrant workers during the migration process. Regarding migrant workers, IWMW is no exception. Assistance must have three stages, namely pre-placement, placement period, and post-placement (Lastati, 2019). In the pre-placement period, the government must provide safe and correct migration procedures, so that migrant workers avoid illegal or non-procedural pathways. During the placement period, the government must be able to guarantee the fulfillment of rights and protect migrant workers as a whole if problems occur in the placement country. Finally, in the post-placement period, migrant workers deserve to get
assistance so they can develop the area where they come from and so that they do not return to work as migrant workers (Nurjanah, 2019).

Regarding social security for IWMW in Malaysia, it can focus on migration management in the pre-placement and placement period. The first migration governance is pre-placement. At this stage, there must be a correct and safe migration procedure. The first stage of this period begins with the provision of information for working abroad. However, data from interviews conducted with UN Women Indonesia shows that information regarding working abroad was not enough. There are still many prospective workers who are confused about how to work (Nurjanah, 2019). Sofi, IWMW, who works in the Malaysian manufacturing industry, experienced incorrect information given at the beginning of the migration period.

"Initially, from school, there was the distribution of labor abroad. Then the people who want to work abroad are recruited. I was recruited to work in Malaysia. Initially, my school offered schools while working in Malaysia. For work, yes, but not for school. So it is not following with what was originally said." (Gayuh, 2019).

Regarding the pre-placement period, North-South Initiatives Malaysia sees IWMW's social security issues as being closely related to the recruitment process and the lack of provided training. Castirah is an example. She works through procedural channels, with a passport and entering through an agent. She experienced work problems because agents exploited her.

"I got job training before leaving. But when I had a problem like that time I was sick, I didn't know where I should use my insurance. That's because my work conditions are closed. I can't leave the house before, so I don't know anything. The big problem, I ran away because I was not paid with my agent. My salary is held with the allegation so that the money is not sent to the village so that it does not run out, so it is held by the agent. After that, the agent also arranged a rule not to hold a cellphone. If I want to communicate with my family, I had to the agency only once every 3 months, and only 5 minutes of telephone time is given." (Castirah, 2019).

The next migration governance is during the placement period. There must be bilateral cooperation between the two countries, Indonesia and Malaysia. Social security created by the Indonesian government cannot run without inter-state cooperation because Indonesian law is different from another country. Therefore, it is important to make bilateral cooperation, especially for IWMW's social security issues.

"Barrier to IWMW's social security in Malaysia is BPJS only applies in Indonesia following Law No. 18 of 2017. So for the BPJS, it can apply abroad; there must be another legal rule. So this social security can apply to migrant workers and can apply abroad. Special schemes for providing social security for migrant workers do not yet exist and should exist." (Anwar, 2019).

What feminists security studies (FSS) are individual security as a new form of security definition. FSS draws attention that the gender role that has been brought by thinkers in the concept of security in IR focuses on the security that the state "gives" to its citizens (Sjoberg, 2016). The definition of security, which is still state-centric, has made security at the individual level experiencing many obstacles to consider in the IR field. Security as a safe place to work and get out of structural violence is a new definition that feminists want to lift (Narain, 2014). Feminist thinkers agree that gender is conceptually, empirically, and normatively appropriate for the study of international security. The definition of security so far refers to the level of resistance or protection from danger, seen from the relationship between the center of global politics and the marginalized, the relationship between economic politics, individual security and international security, and the relationship between gender, race, and class in security (Sjoberg, 2016).

About the barriers to fulfilling social security, the migration management that Indonesia provides for IWMW is still not enough to guarantee the safety of its workers. The socialization of safe migrant work has not been well, as indicated by the lack of guaranteeing security at the individual level; in this case, female migrant workers (Nurjanah, 2019).
Malaysia Immigration Policy

The last obstacle to IWMW's social security provision was the Malaysian immigration policy. Previously, we need to look at the four phases in managing migration in Malaysia. This governance has immigration policies since 1970. In the first phase, Malaysia opened the door for the entry of migrant workers in 1970-1980, where the government applied a tolerant policy towards the recruitment of foreign workers. In the second phase, 1981–88, the Malaysian government legalized the recruitment of foreign workers and signed bilateral agreements with worker’s origin countries. In the third phase of 1989-1996, Malaysia began a regulatory program to restrict the arrival of foreign workers. The fourth phase began in 1997. Migration policy in this phase is a result of the 1997-1998 financial and economic crisis aimed at controlling illegal migration (Kaur, 2008).

In the last phase, there are several steps to apply. These steps include the signing of an MoU or memorandum of understanding with the sending country of migrant workers. The signing of this MoU has an intention to regulate migrant workers who are less skilled. The third is the introduction of a new law that formalizes diverse recruitment policies. This policy is to reduce dependence on one particular racial group. This policy also makes the government designate certain sectors for certain racial groups (Kaur, 2008).

Table 1. Recruitment of Migrant Workers by Country of Origin and Sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTOR</th>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Philippines (male), Indonesia, Cambodia, Kazakhstan, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Thailand, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Vietnam, Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Philippines (male), Indonesia (female), Cambodia, Kazakhstan, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Thailand, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Vietnam, Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantation/Agriculture</td>
<td>Philippines (male), Indonesia, India, Cambodia, Kazakhstan, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Thailand, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Vietnam, Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>All source countries, except India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Restauran</td>
<td>All source countries, except India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Laundry</td>
<td>All source countries, except India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Cleaning/ Sanitation</td>
<td>All source countries, except India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Carriage</td>
<td>All source countries, except India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Railway Kiosks</td>
<td>All source countries, except India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Workers</td>
<td>Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines and Cambodia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Nurses</td>
<td>Bangladesh, Philippines, Pakistan, Indonesia and Myanmar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Data is collected from Malaysian Immigration Department.

The table above shows the latest policy of the Malaysian government to produce a grouping of workers based on race or country of origin. This policy indirectly directs female workers to certain employment sectors, which also lead to the feminization of migrant workers in Malaysia. Male migrant workers occupy the construction, agriculture and services sectors while female migrant workers occupy the manufacturing, sector services such as cleaning and hospitality sector as well as domestic services (Kaur, 2015). Furthermore, this policy also addresses the migration relationship of certain female workers between Indonesia and Malaysia, where IWMW in Malaysia has a specific group for the domestic and manufacturing sectors (Hamidi, 2016).

Starting with the participation of women in Malaysia to work in the formal sector, impacting the vacant employment in the domestic and nurse sectors, prompting Malaysia to issue a policy to accommodate the domestic sector and nurses from women workers in neighboring countries. (Kaur, 2013). Ethnicity is one of the reasons migrant workers belong to the domestic realm. Only a few migrant workers from certain countries can become domestic workers in Malaysia. Such as IWMW, where they become domestic migrant workers because of cultural, ethnic, and religious similarities with Malays. This condition is in line with what socialist feminists assume regarding social pressure on women, namely the integration of capitalist and patriarchal systems that suppress women who are influenced by factors of race, social class, gender, and nation (Kaur, 2013).

This employment policy has led to unprecedented employment opportunities for semi-skilled and unskilled women workers and has consolidated the emergence of certain women's migration relations between Indonesia and Malaysia (Hamidi, 2016). By this, the grouping of certain jobs based on the country of origin of migrant workers leads to a capitalist and patriarchal system that works together to suppress women or Interactive-system explanation of Women’s oppression by Iris Marion Young (Tong, 2009). The interactive system of IWMW in Malaysia can be illustrated by the "sexual division of labor," which results in "Gender bias in capitalism," namely the marginalization of women which produces women as the
second and most important workforce in the capitalist system (Tong, 2009).

The analysis of the sex division of labor takes into account the characteristics of the individuals who carry out production activities and who performs reproduction in society. This analysis looks at who gives orders, who does the work, who works long and who gets less, who receives relatively high wages and relatively low wages (Tong, 2009).

The capitalist system can be seen from Malaysia's awareness as a middle-upper income country in Asia to get out of the "middle-income trap." This system then pushed Malaysia to make policies following the need for cheap labor. Malaysia sees women migrant workers, especially domestic helpers, as having an important role in the social reproduction needs of their middle-class citizens (Elias, 2013). These needs seemed to be the answer to the economic problems in Indonesia because sending workers abroad can be a mechanism to reduce the negative effects of high unemployment, especially in rural areas (Elias, 2013).

However, the progress of economic growth in Malaysia does not match the country's protection of migrant workers, including IWMW. Mr. Adrian from the North-South Initiatives saw that in Malaysia, there was aggressive economic growth.

“I think Malaysia develops very fast middle-income GDP because of exploiting migrant workers. We cannot continue to deny social protection just because we need profit because we want to develop faster. Because when you have aggressive development. So you make more pressure on the migrant workers, you make them work overtime with no holidays. So this is just the result of the development aggressive.” (Pereira, 2019).

Mr. Adrian revealed that many migrant workers, especially IWMW, did not know their rights because Malaysia is eager for its GDP to grow rapidly (Pereira, 2019). From a socialist feminist perspective as the desire of capitalism, it directly or indirectly will shape who is a worker in the main employment sector or as a secondary worker. Besides, the concept of individual security -which in this case has not been taken seriously by Malaysia- is seen by a feminist perspective as the reason why Malaysia's immigration policy depends on the concept of national interest in the pursuit of economic growth (Elias, 2013).

**CONCLUSION**

With a social background and the development of different countries, Indonesian workers see opportunities to work in Malaysia better than in Indonesia. The migration of migrant workers is a new pattern of relations between Indonesia and Malaysia. However, the sending of migrant workers has caused several social problems, one of which is social security. Social security is the protection provided by the state to its citizens regarding basic living needs that cannot be provided by them, such as health and pensions. This social security has the principle of non-discrimination, portability, and ease of administrative access.

In Malaysia, social security for migrant workers has several insurance schemes. The first scheme is the Foreign Workers Insurance Guarantee (FWIG), Foreign Workers Hospitalization & Surgical Scheme (FWHS), Foreign Workers Compensation Scheme (FWCS), and Maid Insurance / Domestic Workers Insurance. However, IWMW faces many problems in obtaining social security. The problem is ignorance of their rights, work contracts, paperwork, and conditions of work. These problems are the result of obstacles in the legal framework, governance of Indonesian migration, and Malaysian immigration policy.

Legal barriers consist of exemptions from the category of workers in the Malaysian Manpower Act, MoU issues, and the lack of law enforcement. Furthermore, regarding the governance of Indonesian migration, namely providing information and job training that has not been adequately maximum. Finally, Malaysia's immigration policy groups female migrant workers into certain groups of workers so that they do not involve in several social security products.

Feminist contributions in the methodology of international relations analyze legal barriers by including the experience of alienated women in the international world. Regarding the governance of Indonesian migration, feminists see the state as not yet concerned with individual security.

Furthermore, Malaysian immigration policies that group migrant workers into certain categories. Malaysia's immigration policy uses the concept of feminist foreign policy and socialist feminist analysis, which sees a capitalist and patriarchal system that blends to suppress women.
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